EFI Pace Inventory

Effectively Manage Your Inventory, Making Sure the Right Materials are Ready for each Job Every Time

The Inventory add-on module monitors and records all transactions related to inventory. It also tracks materials to facilitate effective management of the location, age, and cost of items.

Maintains Each Inventory Item in Detail
The system maintains each inventory item with a full description, size, basis weight, quantity on hand, quantity allocated to jobs, quantity on order and minimum/maximum stocking and reorder levels. It also includes accurate information and history of receipts, orders, price changes, sales history and purchasing details to improve efficiency.

Keeps Track of Raw Materials Used for the Production of Jobs
This module helps you manage your materials effectively, starting with information about the material’s availability and location. By using locations, you can organize items in separate warehouse locations and bins to minimize space, and reduce the energy necessary to count or pull inventory for a job.

Supports Tracking in Multiple Warehouse and Bin Locations, Item Classes, Product Types and Subtypes, and Manages Thousands of Items for Various Customers
The system can track various inventory items in multiple warehouse locations, multiple bin locations, item classes, product types and subtypes. This module enables you to find information about material availability and accommodates separate sales tax authorities, exempt codes, and user-defined units of measure in both English and Metric variations. The system manages thousands of items efficiently for various customers and tracks customer groups for common items available for ordering, inquiry and reporting.

Tracks Price Increases, Lead Times, Plan Minimum/Maximum Levels, and Maintains Usage History
The Inventory module receives transactions directly from purchasing through the ordering and receiving functions for any inventory item. You can allocate and charge materials directly to jobs, and the system records the transaction history as well as price and cost changes in detail. You can use this information to track price increases, lead times, plan minimum and maximum levels, and maintain usage history.

Generates Automatic Inventory Transactions
Each customer can have multiple ship-to addresses and can add addresses as needed to request inventory online. Once the system receives the requisitions, it can produce picking slips and order acknowledgements by location, customer, and customer group. The system tracks and maintains back orders to enable you to fill orders quickly and effectively. Orders are processed through the system and can be integrated with job costing, data collection and job shipments. You can then bill all orders upon shipment, with postage or freight automatically calculated.

Generates Reports for Managing and Analyzing Inventory
The system includes reports for analyzing inventory, sales and shipping information. Detailed reporting enables you to track information by customer, product, item, or group, and report on space utilized for easy storage billing.
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Tracks Replacement and Weighted Average Costs and Different Selling Prices for the Estimating and Job Costing Modules

The Inventory module is completely integrated with Estimating so your estimates can incorporate accurate and current information directly from inventory. This enables you to determine what to order, what is available, and the current costs for items. If you use inventory on an estimate, then when the estimate is converted into a job, the system automatically allocates the items and updates the inventory system accordingly. Integration with the Data Collection add-on module allows automatic material transactions to remove stock from inventory and charge it directly to the job. This process reduces inventory automatically and uses the desired costs to create Job Costing entries.

Allows Multiple Levels of Pricing and Maintains Important Inventory Information

The system pricing structure accommodates multiple levels of pricing, quantity and customer-based quantity pricing. It also records other important inventory information including physical characteristics of color, size and weight along with purchasing or manufacturing information. You can maintain user-defined information in the system with attachments and images so that you can view a thumbnail image of the finished piece for verification during ordering and maintenance. You can also add unlimited notes for more detail and special instructions.

For more information about EFI Pace Inventory, please visit www.efi.com/pace or call 1-800-875-7117.
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